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North
a place to go to escape. no matter
how far you ride, there’s no sign to say
you’ve arrived, just endless miles of
pine trees, lakes and epic landscapes.
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Huskvarna

Lyndon Poskitt
the norden 901 ambassador is a renowned
world traveller who has covered more
than 245,000 km in 70 different countries.
lyndon takes a journey north to discover
the places that were the inspiration for
our new travel machine.

A new journey
with old origins.
Life itself is an adventure and like all journeys, they have to
start somewhere. This story begins in the small town of
Huskvarna more than one hundred years ago and once again
is the starting point for a new journey north with Husqvarna
Motorcycles’ Norden 901.

arne wallerstedt is a
man whose collection
of motorcycles, t-shirts
and stories epitomises
the term “husky passion”.

arne

conny

two great friends who
were once at the very
pinnacle of motorcycle
racing in sweden.
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To get a full sense of the passion that still fuels Husqvarna
Motorcycles today, Lyndon meets up with some of the most loyal
“Husky” fans out there. Arne Wallerstedt has a collection of iconic
motorcycles and memorabilia that are a physical representation
of the brand’s pioneering journey to the top in the sport of motocross.
This proven heritage is what Husqvarna Motorcycles draws on to build
motorcycles that are highly effective at traversing varied terrain. These
elements can be found in the premium build quality that make the
Norden 901 such an impressive all-terrain travel machine. Through
smart design and innovative engineering, the weight of the motorcycle
is focused lower down and more central. This allows it to feel expressly
agile and balanced, wherever the trail leads.
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no matter how far off the beaten
track you are, the ride husqvarna
motorcycles app allows you
to stay connected to the things
that really matter.
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whatever your reason for travel,
escape should be high up on your
priority list. the further off the
beaten track you venture, the more
liberating the journey feels.

With the town of Huskvarna disappearing behind him, Lyndon
“quickshifts” into top gear and effortlessly ticks off the miles. Pushing
on towards the coast, he aims to catch a famous midnight sunset
over the North Sea. Thanks to the Norden 901’s unique ergonomic
seat shape, the hours pass by with comfortable ease, allowing him to
simply focus on enjoying the journey.
Getting to the shoreline becomes a real test of the Norden 901’s offroad
handling ability. All 220 mm of its suspension travel are called upon to
negotiate the rocks and rugged terrain. Having just spent hours soaking
up tarmac corners, the high-quality WP APEX suspension now
showcases its dualsport ability by absorbing all the big hits out here.
At the end of it all, the camping spot Lyndon found certainly made the
effort worth it.

with 220 mm of travel,
the norden 901’s
wp apex suspension is
ready for any impulsive
off-track excursions
– wherever they may lead.
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At home far from home. Heading north, the Norden 901 carves up corners on the
famous Brudfjällsvägen road with nimble ease, thanks to its low-slung weight. The trail
soon leads off the tarmac and into the wilderness on the TET (Trans European Trail).
It is remote out here and you soon realise the comforts of urban life are far behind you
– yet, with offroad ride mode selected and a set of capable Pirelli Scorpion Rally STR
tyres below him, Lyndon and the Norden 901 seem perfectly at home.

selecting ride modes is intuitive
and easy to do on the fly.
the norden instantly feels
equally comfortable on these
more challenging dirt tracks
as it does on tarmac.

Norden 901
Inspired by the north,
built for the world.

The Norden 901 is a capable all-terrain travel machine with the same rugged
appeal that defines the north. Powerful, comfortable and agile, this motorcycle
overcomes the many challenges faced by the modern traveller. From the daily
commute to the most remote landscapes, the Norden 901’s attributes encourage
you to get out there, aim high and go far.

durable, well-shaped
and positioned
pillion handles

comfortable
ergonomic seat
with 20 mm height
adjustment

integrated front
fairing with windscreen for advanced
wind protection

distinguishing round
led headlight with
integrated fog lights

premium, off-road oriented
street tyres - pirelli scorpion
rally str tyres, 90/90-21 front
and 150/70-18 rear

889 cc parallel twin engine
specifically tuned
for adventure usage
(15,000 km service interval)

information is key on any
journey. a highly visible
tft display shows you all
you need to know to keep
on exploring, no matter
where the journey leads.
sometimes the journey
gets so remote fuel
becomes a scarce
commodity. with a 19 l
tank and an efficient
motor, the ride can
simply keep on going.
fog light switch

the norden 901 features a powerful
889 cc 2-cylinder parallel twin
engine with 77 kw (105 hp) @ 8000 rpm
and 100 nm of torque at 6500 rpm.

enough comfortable seating space
for a lenghty two-up journey, and
the luggage space to support it.

even with its significant
fuel capacity, the low-slung
tank ensures the norden
still feels slim and
well-balanced.

travel is not only
restricted to good
conditions in daylight.
with a powerful led
headlight, daytime
running lights and
integrated fog lights,
you are sure to
see and be seen.

keep moving forward with
the capable pirelli scorpion
rally str tyres wrapped
around the tubeless
aluminium spoked wheels.
(2.50 x 21" front; 4.50 x 18" rear)

pack for the long
ride with rugged, easy
to mount, purpose-fit
soft luggage options.

20 mm
the norden 901 features two seat
positions offering 20 mm of
height adjustment. this ensures
that no matter what your
stature you are able to touch
the ground, or ride comfortably
without feeling too cramped.

30 mm

long arms, short
arms, attack position
or more relaxed, the
norden 901’s 30 mm
handlebar adjustment
allows you to find
your optimal position
for the journey.

between blåsjön
(the blue lake) and
stekenjokk runs one
of sweden’s highest
altitude roads,
the vildmarksvägen.

the norden 901 is shaped
by distinct origins where only
the toughest and smartest
solutions endure the rugged
northern landscape.

stekenjokk is a
great place to take
a break and admire
the scenery.
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A worthy detour. The real gems on any journey are often well-hidden
secrets reserved for those who know. Lyndon decides to deviate from
his northerly bearing to ride a panoramic loop that came highly
recommended by the locals. The detour adds 600 km of some of the
most scenic landscapes to the trip, but it’s the steep changes in
elevation that give Lyndon a chance to test the 77 kW (105 hp) of the
torquey, parallel-twin.
Although the route is not frequented by tourists, Lyndon must still
overtake the odd Swedish campervan along the way. One tap down
on the Easy Shift and a little twist on the ride-by-wire throttle instantly
calls 100 Nm of torque into action, as he blasts on by with ease.
Seeing the Norden 901 accelerate off into the distance on this remote,
snow-lined stretch of road makes it clear that this is the place that
inspired the motorcycle’s name.
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At this stage of the journey, Lyndon has had plenty of time to get familiar with his
machine. With the seat in its highest position and the handlebars adjusted forward, his
six-foot two stature has moulded comfortably into the Norden’s well-shaped ergonomics.
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the arctic circle may
be remote, but there
is a racetrack.
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out here you are so close to
nature. with euro 5 emissions
standards, the norden 901 is
determined not to destroy it.

part of the fun
of travelling on
two wheels is
that it takes you
to places you
wouldn’t normally
go any other way.

The Arctic Circle. Since riding to the Arctic Circle in Alaska, Lyndon’s
goal has always been to explore this area on the European continent.
Crossing over the 66°30' N line of latitude meant “mission
accomplished” for the world traveller, but the work wasn’t over for the
Norden just yet. Riding along the edge of Akkajaure lake, the bike’s
agility was once again called into action to negotiate worsening road
conditions. Swaying from side to side, using the potholes in a fun game
of slalom, it is clear that even with a full load of luggage Lyndon is still in
full control. However, with durable 21" front and 18" rear spoked
wheels, the potholes are no real concern for him. At this point, the last
fuel station is literally too far back to remember, but thanks to the
Norden’s highly efficient 889 cc engine and 19 l fuel capacity, Lyndon
has a few more miles to explore.
Finally settling on a camping spot, he is able to sit back and appreciate
the view that two-wheel travel has afforded him. Like any passionate
traveller, it’s not long before Lyndon turns his attention to where the
journey may take him next.

GoPro to document
all your adventures

smartphone with ride
husqvarna motorcycles
app to stay connected
even when the remoteness
leaves you feeling
completely disconnected

ample pocket space
to store things you
may need quick access
to during the ride

top bag:
essential clothing for
life beyond the ride and
a roll-up mattress

right bag:
Cooking equipment,
tools and some
spare parts

left bag:
camping equipment,
like tent and
sleeping bag

Every rider is on their own unique journey and requires different
things to make their ride truly epic. Preparation is always key and starts
with having a trusty two-wheel companion below you. However, while
the aim is to only pack what is absolutely necessary, it’s important that
you have all the right equipment when heading into the unknown.

Travel your way.
Apparel and Technical
Accessories to enhance
the journey.

Husqvarna Motorcycles has a range of premium Apparel and Technical Accessories
available for you to shape the ride exactly the way you want. Whether it’s protection
for you and the motorcycle, or it’s simply all about style, there is a product available
to make the journey a truly unforgettable one.

touratech
top case &
carrier
headlight
protection

side bag set
& carrier

touratech
case &
carrier
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center
stand

auxiliary lamp
protection

akrapovič "slip-on line"

plug set

skid
plate
guard

connectivity
unit
luggage bag

scal
jackear wp
t

mx-9 adv
mips® helmet
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crossfire
3 srs boots

scalar wp pants

it’s important to be at
one with your motorcycle
as it allows you to feel
comfortable, connected
and confident. this feeling
is amplified when you also
match its style.

scalar
gloves

Engine

Norden 901

Engine type

2 cylinder, 4 stroke, DOHC parallel twin

Displacement

889 cc

Bore / stroke

90.7 / 68.8

Power

77 kW (105 hp) @ 8000 rpm

Torque

100 Nm @ 6500 rpm

Compression ratio

13.5 : 1

Transmission

6 gears

Lubrication

Pressure lubrication with 2 oil pumps

Cooling

Liquid cooled with water / oil heat exchanger

Clutch

Cable operated PASC Slipper clutch

Starter / battery

Electric starter / 12V 10Ah

Fuel system

DKK Dellorto (Throttle body 46 mm)

Engine management / ignition

Bosch EMS with RBW

Control

4 valves per cylinder / DOHC

Silencer

Stainless steel primary and secondary silencer

Primary drive

39 : 75

Final drive

16 : 45

Traction Control

MTC (lean angle sensitive, 3-Mode, disengageable,

Own
your own
Financing your own dream bike couldn’t possibly be any easier.
With Husqvarna Motorcycles’ financial partner,riding off on a brand
new motorcycle is simpler than you could’ve ever imagined. For each
specific motorcycle, individually tailored financial solutions enable you
to race off in no time. Speak to your nearest authorised Husqvarna
Motorcycles dealer for more information.

Explorer mode optional)

Chassis
Frame

Chromium-Molybdenum-Steel frame using the engine
as stressed element, powder coated

Subframe

Chromium-Molybdenum-Steel trellis, powder coated

Handlebar

Aluminium, tapered, Ø 28 / 22 mm

Front suspension

WP APEX-USD Ø 43 mm

Front adjustability

Compression, Rebound, Preload

Rear suspension

WP APEX-Monoshock

Rear adjustability

Rebound, Preload

Suspension travel front / rear

220 mm / 215 mm

Front brakes

2 x 4-piston caliper, radially mounted, brake disc Ø 320 mm

Rear brakes

2 piston floating caliper, brake disc Ø 260 mm

ABS

Bosch 9.1 ME (incl. Cornering-ABS and
Offroad mode, disengageable)

Front / rear wheel

Tubeless aluminium spoked wheels 2.50 x 21"; 4.50 x 18"

Front / rear tyres

Pirelli Scorpion Rallly STR 90/90 R 21; 150/70 R 18

Chain

X-Ring 520

Steering head angle

64.2°

Triple clamp offset

30 mm

Trail

106.9 mm

Wheel base

1,513 mm ± 15 mm

Ground clearance

252 mm

Seat height

854 / 874 mm

Tank capacity (approx.)

19.0 litres

Weight without fuel (approx.)

204 kg

Electronics
ABS Modes

Street (cornering sensitive) / Offroad

Ride Modes

Street, Rain, Offroad, Explorer (optional equipment)

Engine Management Systems

MTC, MSR, Easy Shift

Cruise Control

Original Equipment

Technical Accessories

Connectivity Unit, TPMS, heated grips & seats

Connectivity

Turn-by-Turn Navigation, Call-In, Music Selection

Confidently take to the streets and experience more with Husqvarna
Motorcycles’ extended warranty*. It’s really easy; extend your standard
manufacturer’s warranty before it expires, which you can renew every
year for up to 12 years or 80,000 km after purchase. Once covered,
claims can easily be made via your authorised Husqvarna Motorcycles
dealer to ensure the best possible service. Warranties on the bike can
also be transferred upon change of ownership, so new or used, you can
ride your Husqvarna motorcycle with peace of mind.
Husqvarna Motorcycles’ LIFETIME** Mobility Service keeps you safe at
every turn with 12 months coverage free of charge. It can be renewed,
at no additional cost, every 12 months with a service at an authorised
Husqvarna Motorcycles dealer. Thanks to the Assistance Centre,
available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year throughout
Europe, any potential breakdowns are worry-free. See more details at
http://husqvarna-motorcycles.com/mobilityservice.

Husqvarna Motorcycles Finance, Extended Warranty and Husqvarna Motorcycles LIFETIME Mobility Service might not be
available for all markets. Please ask your local authorised Husqvarna Motorcycles dealer about the offers and conditions in
your country.
*This service is effective from February 1, 2018
**The definition of LIFETIME for single cylinder vehicles: max. 60,000 km or 8 years, whichever comes first; for two cylinder
vehicles: max. 80,000 km or 8 years, whichever comes first.

Photos: R. Schedl, R. Steinke, C. Friedrich, H. Mitterbauer, KISKA GmbH
ART.NR.: HQV220004EN
Legal disclaimer
Imitation not advised!
The riders illustrated are professional motorcycle riders. The photos were taken on closed racing circuits or
closed roads. Husqvarna Motorcycles wishes to make all motorcyclists aware that they need to wear the
prescribed protective gear and always ride in a responsible manner in accordance with the relevant and
applicable provisions of the road traffic regulations. Only the homologated versions of the motorbikes promoted
in this brochure are suitable for road use. Husqvarna Motocross models are not approved for use on public
roads. For this reason, it is absolutely essential that use on public roads is avoided. The warnings and hazard
notices in the owner’s manual must be observed without fail when purchasing a motorcycle and using it for the
first time (especially the prescribed speed limits). Some products in the Husqvarna Motorcycles accessories
range are not approved for use on public roads in certain circumstances (varies from country to country). Please
contact your Husqvarna Motorcycles dealer for further information. The illustrated vehicles may vary in selected
details from the production models and some illustrations feature optional equipment available at additional cost.
All information concerning the scope of supply, appearance, services, dimensions and weights is non-binding and
specified with the proviso that errors, for instance in printing, setting and / or typing, may occur; such information
is subject to change without notice. Please note that model specifications may vary from country to country.
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